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FROM THE EDITOR 

There were almost 500 delegates  at the Annual
Conference and in response to Clive Byrne’s

exhortation, the members mixed and mingled to great
effect, networking and socialising ‘til the wee small hours. 

Cathnia Ó Muircheartaigh’s Presidential address (see
opposite) touched on key concerns for NAPD. Minister
Bruton was on hand to acknowledge these; while he
focused on the continuum of improvement and the
achievements of the DES, we hope he  will act in
response to what he heard.

Day One of the Conference stretched beyond dusk with
Sectoral and Regional meetings, as well as the AGM. The
agenda of the Association is an important one and we
need to look carefully at maximising the value of the
value of the time, when we have so many members
together under one roof.

It has been clear for some time that the Regions struggle
with small attendances at local meetings and with the
formation of their committees. There is a lot to
recommend the holding of their AGMs and elections on
the margins of the conference.

Likewise, the three sectors benefitted from the time
together, but it was insufficient to let them explore all
their concerns.

The formulaic structure of the Conference is flawed –
there needs to be more space for structured delegate
participation. Let’s hope the new Executive, under the
leadership of Mary Keane, will look for imaginative
reforms.

The Keynote presenters (Mark Burns, Anne Looney,
Norah Casey and Marie-Louise O’Donnell) were of a high
calibre, instructive and entertaining.

Communication and networking are vital activities in
building a leadership culture  in our schools. The re-
launch of the NAPD website has placed a valuable
resource in members’ hands. Let’s use it to the full. The
merits of CSL become more obvious day by day – let’s
ensure, as Cathnia emphasised, that the pilot becomes a
permanent resource. 

E: derek.west43@gmail.com
T: 087 289 1443

MINISTER, PLEASE!
PRESIDENT’S CONFERENCE SPEECH 2017

MINISTER, PLEASE! 

Mary Keane (President-elect), Richard Bruton (Minister) and 
Cathnia Ó Muircheartaigh (President) at the NAPD Conference in Killarney on October 20.

NAPD President, Cathnia Ó Muircheartaigh is a son of the Kingdom,
so it was natural for him to opening with a quote from one of its
great literary figures, John B. Keane, who said: “A day outside of

Kerry is a day wasted”. Cathnia wasted no time in presenting Minister
Richard Bruton with a daunting shopping list.  

Under the banner 'Opportunities in an age of Change', Cathnia was clear
that it falls to school leaders to be at the head of that change, to motivate
those in our schools, both the enthusiastic and the doubtful. But the leading
of change requires resources and personnel; he cut quickly and critically to
the chase: “One of the most debilitating impacts of the economic disaster
was the effective filleting of our middle leadership structures, so we warmly
welcome the start that has made in creating new fit-for-purpose post of
responsibility structures for our schools… and we look forward to the swift
issuing of the Circular Letter (CL) that will get these improvements under
way, without further delay”.

Cathnia trumpeted the success of the Centre for School Leadership [CSL]
pilot project, but the bottom line was his hope that this “will now lead to this
programme being established on a permanent footing. Perhaps we can
start to get really excited about the continuum of school leadership”.

CONFERENCE REPORTS
The Presidents, the Minister, the Regions, the Sectors 

and the Workshop Reports
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He zoned in on the continuity of leadership and the need for a
hand-over period, lasting for weeks, or even months, when
outgoing and incoming principals can work together. 

ONE MAJOR SCANDAL
He expressed his concern for the welfare of both young people
and adults in education. “In that context let me refer to one
major scandal in our society. No young person should be
entering school in the morning having come from a hotel
bedroom, a homeless shelter, a women’s refuge or from
couch-surfing in their grandparent’s or other family member’s
overcrowded home. The fact that over 3,000 children and
teenagers are currently homeless in our country is a blight
and a stain on our Republic and must end”. He linked this
scandal to a plea to the Minister to increase the level and
immediacy of access to counselling for staff and students. 

THE WELFARE OF LEADERS
He focused on the pressures on school leaders: “How many of
us work too long, constantly giving in to the pressures to do ‘one
more thing’ before we leave the school or the office? How many
of us put our personal and social lives aside, if the sudden
demand of a leaking boiler, the ringing security alarm or some
other so-called emergency crops up? How many of us get
enough exercise, relaxation, or even time to think? Principals are
under huge pressures and they’re increasing all the time. We
find a myriad of time-consuming questionnaires clogging up
our desks. And are we giving in to the expectations of outside
bodies, and even the educational sector, to see the constant
encroachment on our holiday times?” 

Cathnia is looking for more efficient data-gathering from
schools, with less duplication, and he laid emphasis on the long-
unresolved benchmarking of principals’ pay. “If you want the
best school leaders, Minister, then adequate remuneration and
supports must be part of the deal”.

TEACHER SUPPLY  
Next, the President raised the matter of teacher supply, a
recurrent theme of the Conference. This is becoming THE
critical issue in many schools. Certain subjects –  Irish and other
languages, sciences, mathematics, home economics – are
under extreme pressure, with secondments to JCT and other
in-service providers; with the raft of promotions of the new DPs,
not to mention the day-to-day substitutions arising from ‘taking
teams to matches or just being sick. We could be looking at
cancelling student activities or being unable to release
teachers for CPD – neither of these options is acceptable or
desirable’.

SHOPPING LIST
With time running short, Cathnia switched to an unvarnished,
politely-phrased, bullet-pointed ‘shopping list’ for the Minister.
It may have been short of detail, but Richard Bruton was left in
no doubt of what NAPD wants him to address in the immediate
future:

l Minister, NAPD wants a fair, transparent and realistic
national admissions policy for all. “We want an end to the
‘fair day’ system of multiple applications by parents which

makes the planning of school placement almost
unworkable”. 

l Minister, please publish the PLC review so that the FET
sector can begin the enhancement of this successful
programme. Please bring your influence to bear for the
publication of the SOLAS Further Education and Training
Report. The FET Sector provides essential training, but it
needs support”.

l Minister, please have a look at the frenzy around our
state exams and the ‘so-called’ league tables that put
unnecessary pressure on our students, staff and parents. 

l Minister, the School Completion Programme is a very
important and valuable resource for schools and for
children in need.

l Minister, the JCSP Demonstration Library programme
should be expanded and every school should have the
benefit of properly-resourced libraries.

l Minister, it is vital that the PPOD system will sync both
ways with our school management systems, to facilitate
exam entry by schools AND the availability of Leaving
and Junior Cycle results to schools. On that topic I would
urge you to postpone the entry of JCPA until PPOD is
syncing both ways.

l Minister, we warmly welcome the first-ever capital
budget for FET in the budget.

l Minister, please review that capitation to ETBs. Lots of
our schools have been left on the same reduced
capitation for years, even though the number of students
has increased substantially. Please reinstate the cut in
capitation for all schools. 

l Minister, well done on taking leadership and closing our
schools (during Hurricane Ophelia) and therefore
avoiding any unnecessary tragedy. It was the prudent
thing to do. 

l Minister, I would also like to compliment you on your
remarks on school leaders at the CSL consultation forum
and on your looking at different practical ways that
schools can learn from each other. 

He turned then to NAPD and the need for continual
improvement, particularly for a renewed interest and
involvement in regional structures. “We must combine our
imaginations and the new technologies to address the
isolation, the multiple demands on leaders’ lives and their need
to communicate quickly and efficiently”. He suggested the
establishment of a networking email system, which would
keep members informed on a daily basis and allow them a
forum for asking questions and seeking assistance from
colleagues. 

He urged the Minister to prioritise the embedding of the
teaching and learning practices, which make use of that
technology, across all subjects. 



“We only want the earth,” he concluded –

We would like a well-resourced NAPD where we are able to
ensure that every school leader has access to expert advice
when they need it. 

We need to continue the campaign for adequate training and
CPD for all school leaders and staff. 

We need real funding and resourcing of the support
programmes for those who need them most. 

We need a state-of-the-art system of staff welfare where
teachers and school leaders are supported in times of personal
and professional need.

He concluded by saying that if we are willing to show
leadership, we have the vision to lead and if we all work
together then we can deliver a school system in which we can
truly cherish all the children of the nation in a context of real
equality. We hope, Minister, that this fits well with your agenda
to have the best education system in Europe by 2026. 
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Brain-weary delegates were sparked into renewed vigour at the Gala Dinner by the electrifying musical performance by students from Cathnia’s school, 
Coláiste Pobail Osraí, who gave them a seamless medley of Pop, Jazz, traditional, musical theatre, Gospel and Choral music. The repertoire was arranged and

directed by Múinteoir Deirdre Ní Mhaicín agus Múinteoir Grainne Sabhaois who accompanied and conducted the students.
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The Minister paid NAPD and its President many
compliments during his visit to the Conference in
Killarney. He arrived on the first evening, mixed and

mingled with the newly-appointed DPs and was duly impressed
by their enthusiasm. (‘You can see what they will bring to the
leadership of their schools’.) He listened attentively to Cathnia Ó
Muircheartaigh’s address and – in somewhat vague terms –
promised action. 

Cathnia had given, he conceded, ‘a very fair assessment of
where we are’. He was cagey about extending the remit of the
Centre for School Leadership to include Deputy Principals (and
others): ‘That’s something we need to look at’. He agreed that
‘we need to invest in building the capacity of principals’ and he
spoke of more investment in DEIS and NEPS and a new model
for Resource Teaching. NCSE is being expanded to provide
better support services – his repeated mantra was about
building capacity at local and national level.

But much of it had a future-tense ring to it, as if these concerns
had suddenly swum into his vision. If Cathnia was preoccupied
with the questionable flood of data that school leaders must deal
with, Richard batted it back – ‘data should really be defined by
the school itself’. He promised future action – ‘We will look (my
italics) at scope for rationalisation’.

We could speculate that the Minister was on a learning curve in
his visit to NAPD, that we were drawing his attention to concerns
that might not have previously crossed his desk with such a
sense of urgency, and that now action would follow. The Circular
Letter on promotional posts is still unpublished. He kicked for
touch on teacher shortages, referring to a Teaching Council
report that emphasised the difficulty of ‘planning for supply’.
Every school leader poring over an incomplete timetable, knows
that only too well. When the Minister says, ‘Teacher shortages
we do want to address’, we must wonder how long, oh Lord, how
long will it take? 

In fairness, the Minister was able to point to initiatives with Irish
[NUIG] and Home Economics [St. Angela’s, Sligo]. He spoke of
‘sitting down with the HEA’ to see how some of these ‘pinch-
points’ are being addressed. He acknowledged the importance
of a clear, national admissions policy and the need ‘to bring
greater certainty to schools’, but there’s clearly a further piece
of work to be done on that. He promised that the DES should be
able to publish the PLC review ‘shortly’. What he might not have
grasped fully was the sense of frustration arising from
procrastination in the FET sector, with delays, not only with the
PLC review, but the SOLAS strategy document.

Richard Bruton heard Cathnia out and concluded his response
by saying, ‘Dealing with your comments will be the business of
next year (and the year beyond)’. Was that a promise?

The main thrust of his address to Conference was a review and
a celebration of the work of the DES, using the half-century of
free education as a framework for measuring the progress. He
referenced John Coolahan’s recently published Towards the Era
of Lifelong Learning, which he had launched. There were many
impressive facts and figures:

l In 1967, 5% of second-level students were going on to
Third Level; now it is 60%.

l Now 90% of are students are completing Second Level.

l We are very good at catering for weaker students – we
have half as many such students as other European
countries.

l Drop-out rates in DEIS schools have been halved in a
space of little over ten years.

l In the last decade the biggest growth in investment has
been in education.

l The DES has changed its thinking dramatically about how
education should be supported

l 3,600 extra teachers have been appointed during his time
as Minister, an increase of 12%, and not all ascribable to
the population increase.

l 690 Resource teachers, the restoration of the equivalent
of 500 guidance teachers, the creation of 420 middle-
management posts, professional time for planning
equivalent to 670 posts.

l He spoke of an investment of €100 million a year, the
equivalent of €50,000 per school, for CPD and up-skilling. 

l He made detailed mention of the CSL – 260 new
principals being mentored, 400 trained principals ready to
do that work, 268 existing principals on professional
coaching programmes, 257 school leaders doing Level 9
post-graduate studies. ‘The CSL consultation paper,’ he
said, ‘throws down challenges to respond to.’

The Minister confessed at the end, ‘I feel I’m in a hurry.’ His self-
imposed 2026 deadline is rapidly approaching; he is all too
aware of the precariousness of his (or any politician’s) office in
government. He seemed to be borrowing from Bertie Ahern’s
famous election slogan – ‘A lot done. More to do’ – to meet the
three goals of best learning environment, best help for children
with disadvantage or special needs, best environment for
schools to be continually improving.

The achievements, thus far, are impressive, as is his
determination to mould the culture of the DES to make it more
fit for purpose. He had been impressed by the OECD concept
of a learning organisation based on Trust, Time and
Technology. He is committed to investment in ‘human capital’.
He wants to move his Department away from the ‘centralised
control-and-command model’. He wants to give more
autonomy and greater devolution to schools. More tools, more
opportunities – ‘Principals are the great determinants of how a
child does (in school).’ It is about character and leadership and
the quality of teaching. 

Richard Bruton left the platform to considerable applause. We
have a plausible and competent Minister at the helm. He gave
us a reassuring picture of progress to date; he appeared to be
listening courteously to our concerns. We will watch his space
with interest.

Richard Bruton – meeting the pressures, the ‘squeezes’, Cathnia’s
‘shopping list’ and the ‘pinch points’ with sweet reasonableness
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THE CHAIN OF OFFICE PASSES TO MARY KEANE

PRIVILEGE: It is a great privilege to have
been elected President of NAPD and I
am genuinely looking forward to the
challenges that this role brings. I am
particularly looking forward to
continuing working with Clive Byrne, our
Director, and the Executive, in
addressing the professional needs and
concerns of our members.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: I want to
acknowledge and congratulate Cathnia
Ó Muircheartaigh for his commitment,
dedication and hard work on our behalf
over the last year as President. I want to
congratulate him on a superb national
conference, which was both inspiring
and motivating. I think that Cathnia must
also be complimented for a great choice
of venue, a venue where not even Storm
Brian got a look in!!

CONTINUITY: I hope to continue that
work initiated by Cathnia and Past
Presidents - Paul Byrne, Padraig
Flanagan and Patricia McDonagh - in
completing the strategic plan for NAPD.
I feel that this is very important, as the
membership has grown with the
addition of new deputy principal posts,
so that we can continue to be of service
to our members, as well as continuing to
lobby on behalf of school leaders.

COMMUNICATIONS: Part of this

strategic plan was to ensure that our
communication would be up to speed
with the digital age we now live and
work in. So, congratulations to Cathnia
on the new revamped website. We hope
to move fully to online registration for all
NAPD events and for memberships
renewal. I would like to acknowledge
the work of the NAPD-ICT team for all
their work. I would ask the secretaries of
all the regions to use the blog, on the
NAPD website, to advise of upcoming
events in the region.

WELLBEING AND MENTAL HEALTH:
Whereas it is great to see the DES
highlight the importance of wellbeing by
allocating time on the school curriculum
for Junior Cycle, school leaders are very
aware of the increase in mental health
issues of our students, particularLY in
the last number of years. So, it was
heartening to see an increased
allocation in guidance provision to
schools, even though this has not
returned to the level it was before the
recession. Maybe the results from the
guidance compliance exercise,
completed in late October, will bring
another increase in this allocation. 

INCREASED DEMANDS: In post-
recession Ireland, school leaders find
themselves in an era of increased
accountability and transparency,
increased litigation and competing
demands of performativity. These
demands have increased the workload
of school leaders and often take us
away from the core business of schools,
which focuses on education, not alone
for the human good, but for the common
good. School leaders are finding it
increasingly difficult to find time to focus
on Leading Change and Leading
Learning, in a job that is becoming more
complex. In 2015 NAPD/IPPN became
involved in a survey, headed by
Professor Philip Riley (Melbourne), to
highlight the health and wellbeing of
school leaders in Ireland. The results
and report are available online at
www.principalhealth.org. Hearing from

members through their regional
meetings, and through individual
members contacting our Director, NAPD
has become aware of the issues that are
causing concern to our members and
will lobby on their behalf on these
issues. 

EFFECTS OF DELAYED C.L.: Another
factor that is exerting a sometimes
negative effect on school leaders’
health and wellbeing is the delayed
restoration of middle management
structures. While awaiting the Circular
Letter (CL) on posts, many school
leaders are having to carry out Assistant
Principal duties and staff are being
denied any prospect of promotion.
Hopefully, by the time this reaches you,
the DES CL will have landed!

CENTRE FOR SCHOOL LEADERSHIP
(CSL): The CSL has made enormous
progress since its formation two years
ago. CSL is managed by 3 partners,
NAPD, IPPN and DES. The achievements
to date are down to the very dedicated
and hardworking team, Director Mary
Nihill, Deputy Directors Máire Ní Bróithe
and Anna Mai Rooney.

It is still in its pilot phase and we look
forward to when it is put on a permanent
footing. Both NAPD and IPPN support
the professional needs of all school
leaders. CSL development programmes
are designed to meet the needs of
principals’ and deputy principals’ along
with other aspiring leaders in all school
types. I think that is very exciting that
CSL is working on a continuum of
professional development for the full
career span of school leaders. The
Coaching service is a first in Irish
education and a very welcome one. I
have availed of the services of a coach
and have found it to be extremely
helpful in identifying areas I need to
improve on and it is the first time I have
availed of a DES-paid for service that
totally focuses on my professional
development. I hope that this remains
part of the support offered to all
principals and I would really like it
extended to deputy principals as well. 

FUTURE COLLABORATION: We look
forward to working on other projects
with our primary partners in IPPN, to the
mutual benefit of all our members. 

The new President of NAPD is Mary Keane, who has been principal of Christ King
Secondary School in Cork since 2008. Mary has a very strong commitment to
Mathematics – in her teaching and in her own studies. School leadership is another
strong interest. For many years she has been an active member of Region Seven, NAPD,
as Branch Secretary and as the regional representative on the National Executive. This
is Mary’s first column for Leader.
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Almost 500 delegates crowded the Malton Hotel  Conference Centre on 19 October. 36 hours later, with Storm Brian
rumbling, the numbers might have been down a little but speakers spoke eloquently and listeners listened attentively.

Here are a few members of that distinguished company – keynote speakers Mark Burns, Marie-Louise O’Donnell, 
Anne Looney, Norah Casey, Mary Nihill; the men from the DES: Minister Bruton, Seán Ó Foghlú, Martin Hanevy, Alan Wall;

Speakers from PDST, CSL, the Garda, the Thomas Francis Meagher Foundation, Pieta House; 
Presidents Past, Present and Future – Mary Hanley, Kay O’Brien, Tim Geraghty, Michael McCann, Kieran Golden, 

Mary Keane, Cathnia Ó Muircheartaigh, not to mention the new members and some songbirds from Scoil Pobal Osraí!

The conference hall in the Malton Hotel 



CEARDLANN AN CHOISTE
GAELOIDEACHAIS

Tuairisc ón gCeardlann ag an gComhdháil
Bhliantúil, 2017

Téama: Tacaíocht Scoile ón tSFGM
I mbliana thug an tSeirbhís um
Fhorbairt Ghairimiúil do Mhúinteoirí
ceardlann ar an tacaíocht soile a
chuireann siad ar fáil trí mhéan na
Gaeilge dár scoileanna ag an gComdháil
bhliantúil. Edel Ní Arrachtáin, Susan
Ormond agus Seosamh Mac an Iomaire
a bhí i mbun na ceardlainne. 

Ar dtús rinne Susan cur i láthair maidir
leis an bhFéinmheastóireacht scoile.
Thug sí forléargas dúinn ar an
bpróiseas 6-chéim, an cuma atá air, na
diminsin maidir leis an teagasc agus
foghlaim chomh maith leis an
gceannaireacht agus bainistíocht. 

Rinne Edel cur i láthair maidir le
Cruinneas na Gaeilge agus conas gur
féidir linn díriu isteach ar an ábhar seo
inár scoileanna. Thaispeáin sí dúinn
conas úsáid cheart a bhaint as na mátaí
gramadaí i ngach ábhar agus na
féidearachtaí a bhaineann leo i
dteangacha eile chomh maith. 

Cuireadh
inár láthair

freisin an
tacaíocht a

chuireann an
tSFGM ar fáil do

mhúinteoirí atá ag gab-
háil don Ardteist

Fheidhmheach, Clár na
hIdirbhliana agus atá ag

múineadh i scoileanna DEIS. Bhí plé
freisin ar an TFC agus an Creat
Foghlama Digití d’iarbhunscoileanna
2017/2018. 

Rinneadh cur i láthair an-
chuimsitheach maidir leis an
gcomhartheagasc agus na buntáistí a
bhaineann leis mar mhodh teagaisc
agus conas gur féidir linn an modh seo
a chur ag feidhmiú inár scoileanna. 

Tugadh forbhreathnú ar an tírdhreach
oideachais mar atá cúrsaí faoi láthair.
Taispeánadh na hacmhainní ar líne
agus na haipeanna atá ar fáil dúinn. 

Ceardlann thar a bheith cuimsitheach,
praiticiúil agus tairbheach a bhí ann.
Cuireadh an t-ábhar os ár gcomhair ar
bhonn soiléir, suimiúil agus spreagúil.
Tá an Coiste Gaeloideachais an-bhuíoch
do Susan, Edel agus Seosamh as ucht
teacht go Cill Áirne agus an cheardlann
a chur ar fáil dúinn. 

Tá Foireann na Gaeilge ón tSFGM ar fáil
chun tacaíocht laistigh den scoil a
thabhairt. Is féidir teagmháil a
dhéanamh leo faoin suíomh:
www.pdst.ie/schoolsupport. 

https://padlet.com/edelniarrachtain/uz
fqfc5hpm6j

Tuarisc: Fiona Ó Catháin, Coláiste Cois
Life, Gleann an Ghrifin, Leamhcán, 

Co. Átha Cliath

DEVELOPMENTS IN FURTHER
EDUCATION AND TRAINING

This workshop was hosted by the
NAPD-FET Committee and was
designed to support NAPD principals
and deputy principals – keeping them
up to date with current developments
in the FET landscape. This has changed
considerably since July 2013, due to the
establishment of ETBs and the
formation of SOLAS. This workshop
was well attended. The workshop was
facilitated Rory O’Sullivan who
welcomed all present and introduced
the Chair of the NAPD-FET Committee,
Cecilia Munro, who welcomed some of

the key stakeholders from SOLAS, NALA
and QQI. 

(1) Overview
The Chair presented an overview of
NAPD-FET activities for 2016-17,
referencing the annual report in the
conference handbook. She reported on
consultations with stakeholders over
the past year on FET issues: DES, QQI,
SOLAS, VSWare the PLSS team and the
National Centre for Guidance in
Education. Since the amalgamation of
the ETBs and the formation of SOLAS,
the emerging issues have been the
focus of the NAPD-FET Committee. 

(2) National Representation
The NAPD-FET Committee is
represented on many different national
and local committees, including Dublin
Regional Skills Forum, ESRI PLC
Consultation Steering Group, ETBI AFET
Forum, ETBI Apprentice Committee,
ETBI Hospitality Committee, FET2HE
Project Steering Committee, HEA
Review of Fund for Students with
Disabilities (Steering Committee),
Institute of Technology Apprentice
Subcommittee , Irish Reference Group
for EU Initiatives in Education and Skills,
JMB Further Education Committee,
National Forum for Teaching and
Learning, QQI Appeals Panel, QQI
Consultative Forum, SOLAS, UVersity
Board of Governors, West Regional
Skills Forum. The committee recently
received a request to provide
representation on the Trinity College
Access Working Group. A member will
be appointed in due course.

(3) Upcoming Events
The following events were highlighted
to members. NAPD-FET schools and
colleges were encouraged to
participate and log events where
relevant:

College Awareness Week: November
20-26. The CAW launch will take place
in DFEi on Monday 20 November. 

EU-VET Week: 20-24 November 

TedXTalk Ballyfermot College of Further
Education. SOLAS is hosting a TedXTalk
on the 23 November 2017. The theme
is creativity in FET.

(4) Members event and workshop
The committee plans to host a
members’ event (12 December in the
Midlands Hotel, Portlaoise), aimed at
bringing together all state PLC
providers. The agenda will be
forwarded in due course to all state
providers of the PLC programme. This
event is targeted at finding out what are
the new and emerging issues for

NAPD Conference 2017
Workshop Reports

Session 6 of the Conference
consisted of 9 workshops on
varied topics to interest 
school leaders. Here we 
cover seven of them, with 
further reports to 
come next month.
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principals and deputy principals on the
ground and to provide assistance
where necessary. 

(5) ‘A Game of Two Halves’ – A mid-
term update on the FET Strategy
2014-19: Bryan Fields (Director of
Strategy and Research, SOLAS)

Bryan Fields acknowledged that, due to
a buoyant, thriving and expanding
economy, the landscape had changed
considerably since the launch of the FET
strategy in 2014. A high-level mid-term
review of the FET strategy is being
commissioned and a contract has been
awarded for the purpose. Bryan
outlined the current developments in
each of the goals outlined in the FET
Strategy. In particular, he outlined the
relationship between SOLAS and ETBs
in achieving these goals. A Q&A session
followed where the new funding model
for FET was discussed. An issue was
raised in relation to the
Internationalisation register and the
non-placement of the PLC programme
on this register. The workshop
requested that the PLC review be
published as soon as possible.

(6) New Emerging Literacy issues in
FET: Inez Bailey (CEO, NALA)

Inez Bailey presented an overview, with
reference to adult literacy and
numeracy supports in the context of
the SOLAS FET Strategy. Various facts
and resources were brought to the
attention of the meeting. A discussion
ensued in relation to embedding
numeracy and literacy into all
programmes, including those relating
to FET. As outlined  at this workshop,
NALA has provided training in the past
for PLC Colleges in relation to
integrating Numeracy and Literacy into
all aspects of the curriculum. Training
for FET providers is available, and it was
noted that some colleges have availed
of this training.    Q & A followed. The
issue of the psychological assessment
to aid students with dyslexia, as a
barrier to progression in FET, was
raised.

(7) QQI Updates: Andrina Wafer
(Head of Lifelong Learning QQI)

Andrina Wafer presented a QQI update,
focusing on issues which might exist re.
achieving better outcomes, improving
quality-systemic evaluation, improving
relationships through dialogue,
improving opportunities, improving
standards. Each area was addressed
with a view to building capacity and
confidence in the future directioning of
Quality Assurance. Q&A followed. The
question of positioning of L6 on the
framework and recognition was raised.
In addition, the new validation

requirements were discussed in light of
the poor resources within NAPD-FET
schools and colleges.

(8) Input from the floor
Paul O’Toole, CEO, SOLAS was invited
to address the meeting. He referenced
the pending publication of the PLC
review which he believes to be good
news for the PLC sector. He also said
that the new funding model is designed
so that each ETB can consider the
needs of their geographical area when
planning provision. He reassured the
committee that there will be scope for
dialogue and the achievement of
personal goals in the overall planning
for each ETB.

Paddy Lavelle, CE DDLETB, referenced
the SOLAS FET Service Plan, indicating
that the emphasis on outcomes is
becoming more apparent. Each ETB will
have to outline its own particular
targets in the context of the Service
Plan.

Mary Stokes, FET Programme Co-
ordinator NCGE, addressed the
meeting stating that there was an
emphasis on developing a FET guidance
strategy. She outlined how she has
already engaged with guidance
provision within PLC schools and
colleges.

(9) In Conclusion
A presentation was made to Peter
Baldwin, recently retired from the DES.
Peter was thanked for his work with the
NAPD-FET Committee and wished well
for his retirement. In responding he
acknowledged the work of the
Committee in the ongoing development
of the sector.

Peter Baldwin [L] with Cathnia and Clive 
at the Gala Dinner.

The Chair thanked the members of the
committee for their work over the past
year. She wished Committee member,
Mary Leahy, well on her retirement and
welcomed new member, Mary Lucey,
Principal Kerry CFE.

Report by Cecilia Munro, Principal, DLFEI
and Anne Marie Lacey, Principal, 

Cavan FEC

MAKING A DIFFERENCE –
EFFECTIVE ALCOHOL
EDUCATION IN THE 

POST-PRIMARY SETTING 

Drinkaware is consistently cited as the
leading source of trusted alcohol
information in Ireland. We dedicate
ourselves to being a trusted provider of
impartial information and advice about
alcohol consumption and a partner of
choice for those who share our aim to
address the misuse of alcohol in
Ireland.

At our stand, visitors could avail of our
free health promotion resources in
three languages – English, Irish and
Polish. These resources are also
available at drinkaware.ie. These
include

l Information booklets: Alcohol and
You, Your Children and Alcohol 

l Alcohol guidelines poster

l Drinkaware research reports:
Parents, children and alcohol. Are
they having the conversation? and
Alcohol Education: Is it meeting the
needs of Junior Cert students?

l Standard Drink Measure cup and
Drinks+Calorie Calculator wheel

Materials at the Drinkaware stand

Feedback about the stand

l Many had read the article in this
quarter’s Leader Journal, The
Evidence for School Alcohol
Education, written by Drinkaware
Education Programme Manager,
Martha Sweeney. 

l They were very interested in school
alcohol education and most
expressed the view that alcohol
was an issue, which needed to be
addressed in their school.

l Principals and Deputy Principals
were very impressed with our
range of tools including the
Standard Drink Measure cup and
Drinks+Calorie Calculator wheel.

l There was great interest in
Drinkaware research; a summary
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of each was available in the
reports. 

l Over 50 schools signed up for or
expressed an interest in the
Drinkaware Alcohol Education
Programme.

Workshop highlights 
Facilitated by Drinkaware CEO, Niamh
Gallagher and Martha Sweeney,
Education Programme Manager. Its
aims were to present an overview of
Drinkaware’s work to date, highlight the
important role schools and education
can play in the effective alcohol
education of young people and
introduce the new Drinkaware Alcohol
Education Programme. Key research
evidence and best practice models
were emphasised throughout the
workshop. Among the factors
contributing to success of a school
alcohol education programme
discussed by the group were:

l Balancing different strategies… not
just information but skills

l Taking cultural factors into account

l Building self-efficacy

l Adapting a positive approach
rather than using scare tactics

l Need for teacher training and
interactive style of teaching

l Implementation is central and
fidelity to aims plus clarifying
misconceptions

l Developing a whole-school
approach

l Linking with other features of
curriculum (e.g. SPHE)

The Drinkaware Alcohol Education
programme was introduced. This
manualised programme was developed
in the context of Irish and international
research and SPHE, within the broader
Health and Wellbeing programme and
in line with the Framework for Junior
Cycle. It is age appropriate, promotes
skills development and challenges
attitudes. Teachers must undertake a
one-day training before delivering the
programme.

Workshop feedback 
Feedback was unanimously positive
and specific comments include: 

l Alcohol is an issue in the lives of
young people in Ireland and
education in this area should be
part of general education provision.

l The workshop was one of the most

engaging and best workshops
some participants ever attended.

l There was plenty of opportunity for
discussion.

l All the participants signed up for or
expressed an interest in the
Drinkaware Alcohol Education
Programme.

Report by Martha Sweeney, 
Education Programme Manager,

Drinkaware

EVOLVING A 
WELLBEING CULTURE: 

LEADING FROM WITHIN

Tony Bates

This workshop focused on leading from
within, rather than focusing on mental
health. We were taken on a journey
with Tony Bates, using oceanic and
musical metaphors. Leaders are like
surfers facing challenges and
invigoration, as a crashing wave comes
towards us. We can be pulled under,
unaware of the current, despite seeing
the waves. We may be overwhelmed by
the water and sink. Surfers excel at
their sport because they have fallen off
the surf-board many times. Leaders
must overcome failure to crest the
unseen difficulties that arise. Adversity
is our teacher. Leaders emerge from
critical difficulties.

The importance of tuning ourselves at
the start of each day was emphasised,
so that leaders are grounded and have
the capacity to be present and aware.
We listened to an orchestra play
classical music that had an immediate
calming influence. Later a jazz trio
played off-beat syncopated rhythms,
each musician getting a chance to lead,
each taking a turn to change the
rhythm slightly so that a different and
new melody was created. We were

reminded that the time signature of
classrooms is mixed time not 4/4, so
that there is order and chaos. To lead,
we must embrace both. 

Those present discussed some
difficulties and challenges that deputies
and principals face. He asked us to
think about the strengths leaders need.
The two qualities, Barack Obama
reasoned were the essential qualities
for leaders are kindness and
perseverance. 

Tony directed us to six pointers to take
care of our own wellbeing, based on
Joseph Campbell, the science fiction
author.

1. Stop and pause. Be present to
yourself.

2. Learn to listen at the edge of chaos.
Listen to those who don’t agree
with you and ask why. Name the
tension and it can be dealt with.

3. Create a shared story to map a way
forward.

4. Evolve an understanding of where
things are at then the structures
will follow. Where do you want to
go?

5. Establish structures to enable
collaborative professionalism.

6. Distribution of leadership across
the school community including the
students. 

Every leader needs to take time to look
after their own mental health and
wellbeing, in the same way as we brush
our teeth. Prevention is far better than
cure. Another pearl of wisdom was
provided by referencing Martin
Naughton, Glen Dimplex CEO. “The
leader who cannot delegate is a
complete nuisance”.

We do not need to be in charge all the
time, but we do need to be in charge of
ourselves, to know ourselves so that we
can crest the waves more fluidly. The
comparison between school principals
and composers/conductors was made,
as we are both weaving a soundtrack
using our imagination and creativity,
listening and bringing the entire school
community along.

Report by Edith Byrne, Principal,
Sandford Park School, 

Ranelagh, 
Dublin 6
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EMBRACING THE CHANGE: A
WHOLE-SCHOOL APPROACH

TO JUNIOR CYCLE WELLBEING

Fiona O’Brien

The clue was in the title – It was a
thought-provoking and wholly
worthwhile workshop delivered with
consummate ease by Fiona O’Brien and
Stiofán Ó Cualáin on a wet Friday
afternoon in the beautiful setting of the
Malton Hotel in Killarney. While the
winds of Storm Brian howled outside,
Fiona and Stiofán tried to reassure us
all about the impending changes
whistling across the Junior Cycle
curriculum in Irish education. Their
comprehensive global view of both the
rationale for, and the specifics of, the
changes to Junior Cycle was very
reassuring and it’s so important to have
that air of confidence and positivity as
we embark on the next exciting chapter
of post-primary education across the
country.

The Junior Cycle vision for Wellbeing is
front and centre of everything
henceforth, it seems. If this wasn’t the
case before then it certainly is now.
There is a major need for more focus
on understanding mental health and on
trying to better comprehend young
people’s experiences of growing and
living in that vital age between 12 and
15 years.

We discussed the question ‘Why does
Wellbeing matter?’ There must be a
certain breadth and depth to our
understanding of Wellbeing, now more
than ever before. We looked at a whole
array of student support systems
already in place in our schools and how
these overlap and complement each
other.   We must always keep in mind
that the concept of student Wellbeing is
a process, not a product. It is a work in
progress and will always be so. The
school Guidance Plan should document

everything that’s being done in schools
to promote and improve students’
Wellbeing, and it should be the go-to
document for a good general
understanding of what’s going on in
any particular school in the whole area
of student welfare.

As school leaders we must
acknowledge where we are in our own
schools in relation to our culture of
Wellbeing. If something needs
attention, then we should not shirk
from it – but let’s be honest, addressing
shortcomings that may emerge from
our investigations is not a task for one
person or even a select few. It is
everybody’s business and we must
collaborate extensively in order to
proceed along the right road to school
improvement. There is an enormous
amount of literature available about
collaboration in the school context,
much of it Australia-based, and one
would do well to adhere to some of the
key recommendations, hopefully going
forward in a more coherent, more
unified fashion. 

Various strategies are available when
embarking on new initiatives. We must
gauge our own context and find the
best tools to tackle our own needs. The
Wellbeing Guidelines themselves are an
enormous source of wisdom and offer
a great deal of help to schools who are
embarking on gathering evidence to
use as a yardstick for their particular
circumstances. Various appendices
have been designed to help schools
‘measure’ themselves. There are
assessment tools for all school partners
including management, staff, students
and parents and when the various data
sets are collated and analysed then
schools can more easily triangulate the
evidence between the various partners,
thus identifying shortcomings and gaps
that need attention. Appendix H in the
Guidelines merited specific mention
and attention as it affords school
leaders the opportunity to explore the
culture of teaching, assessment and
learning in their schools through the
lens of Wellbeing.

The key skills embedded in the new
Junior Cycle are vital and, in fact, are the
very essence of the approach to
Teaching and Learning in the new
Junior Cycle. We explored various ways
of instilling these in our students across
many subject areas and specifications.
The KWL strategy (see below), evident
in many a modern classroom, is one
such way of touching on all of the key
skills in a comprehensive manner

Going forward, we need to look at
everything through the lens of
Wellbeing. Areas like our school policies

will need attention in the coming
months and years, specifically checking
for such things as language,
accessibility and overall meaning. We
need to re-examine our school culture,
the relationships in our schools (the
student-teacher relationships being the
most important, if there is a hierarchy
of importance) and school planning.
There is a lot of good work done, and
being done, but this needs careful co-
ordination and prudent management
in order to reap the full benefit for all
our students in the years ahead. More
emphasis on understanding the
connections between school self-
evaluation and a whole-school
approach to Wellbeing will ultimately
pay dividends for all.

Report by Roy Hession, Deputy Principal,
St. Colman’s College, 

Claremorris, Co. Mayo

Further information:
Framework for Junior Cycle
(2015), the Wellbeing Guidelines and
Appendices (2017) and the Looking at
our Schools (2016)

jct.ie/wholeschool is brim-full with
resources which show how key skills
may be highlighted and Wellbeing
indicators may be addressed.

K-W-L (Ogle, 1986) an
instructional reading strategy, used to
guide students through a text. (Know –
Want to Know – Learned)

www.nea.org/tools/k-w-l-know-want-
to-know-learned.html

EDUCATION AND THE LAW 

A ‘new departure’ saw the newly-
established partnership between NAPD
and the Law Society of Ireland facilitate
a workshop tailored for school leaders.

Mr. Rory O’ Boyle, Solicitor, Diploma
Manager with the Law Society of
Ireland’s Diploma Centre, Mr. Ian O’
Herlihy, partner at Mason Hayes &
Curran and Mr. Seán Ó Longáin (former
CEO of Donegal VEC) spoke to the 78
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delegates who registered for this
workshop, which was chaired by
Donncha Ó Treasaigh.

Rory O’Boyle, of the Law Society,
provided an overview of the Diploma in
Education Law course for which NAPD
Members can register. 

The course is designed to provide
participants with a comprehensive
understanding of the complex legal
topics that arise when advising on
education law matters. The diploma
covers the following modules:

l Employment law in the school
context

l Admissions policies and student
conduct

l School structures and governance

l Negligence and litigation
management

l Providing for special educational
needs

l Freedom of information and data
protection concerns relevant to
schools

l Child protection obligations and the
role of the designated liaison
person

l Higher, further, and adult
education

While originally designed for solicitors,
the course has also proved popular
with key stakeholders and decision-
makers within the education setting,
including school principals and deputy
principals. The course is designed to be
as accessible as possible, with key on-
site sessions taking place during
standard school holidays and all
lectures webcast ‘live’ or accessible in
playback format. 

Seán Ó Longáin, who lectures on the
Diploma in Education Law, referred
briefly to current changes to the law
that affects, and will affect schools.
Seán provided an excellent summary of
the key areas of the Admissions Bill,

and the sections which will have
significant relevance for school leaders.
He also referred to best practice
regarding the Equal Status Act, 2000,
and this topic stimulated lively
discussion between the panellists and
delegates. Another area of interest to
delegates was the EPSEN Act.

Ian O’ Herlihy, as a practicing solicitor,
spoke about recent cases which have
taken place in the courts. He also
advised delegates on areas relating to
the grievance procedures and
disciplinary proceedings – urging them
to observe correct and appropriate
procedures, in line with best practice, at
all times.

Report by Donncha Ó Treasaigh, Principal
of Gaelcholáiste Luimnigh 

Further information:
RORY O’BOYLE| Solicitor, 
Diploma Manager, Diploma Centre

Law Society of Ireland, 
Blackhall Place, Dublin 7.

Tel: +353 (0) 1 8815774  
Email: r.oboyle@lawsociety.ie 
Web: www.lawsociety.ie

Ian O’Herlihy
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COMING UP IN LEADER 
QUARTERLY – WINTER 2017

l Tales from Two Continents – Reports from the
NAPD Conference in Killarney  and the
International Principals’ Convention in Cape Town. 

l TENI [The Transgender Equality Network Ireland]
gave a workshop in Killarney and has produced
detailed guidelines for school leaders on the
issues that may arise with transgender students.
This document will be available shortly on the
NAPD Website.

l PDST [Professional Development Service for
Teachers] Tom Lonergan, National Co-ordinator
for Technology Integration in PDST made two
presentations at Killarney and these will be
covered in the December Leader.

l PLUS All the regular features: Executive Report,
NAPD-ICT, The Leader Reader, Cúram and so
much more.

A Publication of the National Association of 
Principals & Deputy Principals

Winter 2017

LeaderLeaderQUARTERLY

Will these Cape Township Kids have 
Opportunities in an Age of Change?

LOOKING AT EDUCATION AT HOME AND ABROAD



in 2012. He described his
involvement in the “Five Schools

Project” involving Celbridge CS,
Coláiste De Lacy in Ashbourne, Coláiste
na hInse in Laytown, Coláiste Dún an Rí
in Cavan and Ratoath College as well as
his work with Coláiste an Chroí Naofa in
Cork, Scoil Phobail Bhéara in Cork, St
Louis CS Kiltimagh, Carrick-on-Shannon
CS and Clongowes Wood College. He
continues to support these schools in
person and via Skype.

He quoted Pasi Sahlberg on why
Finnish schools are so successful – “we
prepare children to learn how to learn,
not how to take a test”. As he likes to do,
the workshop placed particular
emphasis on moving beyond words,
concepts and ideas and hooking them
to imagery, as a way of activating
different parts of the brain to lead to
deeper learning. He had the audience
interrogate an image of a classical
painting, asking what are you noticing?,
what questions are you asking?, what
do you know? and what do you need to
know? – all the time emphasising
developing curiosity and questioning –
key elements in engagement and
effective learning.

His conclusion was that perceiving
connections and asking questions lie at
the heart of effective learning. He asked
what learning habits do young people
currently display and what habits we
need them to have formed by the time
they leave us.

He quoted Professor Tim Birkhead from
Sheffield University on the dependence
of undergraduates, their lack of initiative
and reluctance to think for themselves.
His conclusion was that our education
system needs to change in order to
produce resilient, independent thinkers,

Graham Powell

Graham Powell’s workshop
attracted much interest, proving
that there is now a greater

appreciation that the most important
role for principals and deputies centres
not on the day-to-day management
(the urgent and necessary) but success,
personal fulfilment and deep job
satisfaction will come from being a
Leader of Learning in the school’s
classrooms, not from being an efficient
manager of plant and resources. 

The most encouraging aspect of the
workshop was the participation of
numerous principals and deputies from
schools who have yet to join the NAPD
Learning and Teaching Journey. Interest
immediately after the workshop and in
the days since shows that many new
schools will be joining the journey in
2017. 

Graham spoke about his involvement
with NAPD from the time he first
presented at the Conference in Galway

who are effective communicators, who
work well in teams and who can lead
themselves and others to perform up
to, and beyond, their potential.

All this mapped seamlessly onto our
Junior Cycle. He recalled when he first
came to Ireland in 2012 he was asked to
link international developments with
Junior Cycle Key Skills but how, a short
number of months later, for reasons we
all know only too well, he was told, no
matter what, not to dare mention Junior
Cycle or Key Skills. Thankfully, he said,
roadblocks are now in the rear mirror
and there is now a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to move forward.

Key questions to ask when planning a
lesson are (1) how can I make sure all
learners are emotionally engaged? (2)
how can I stretch them to make them
think? (3) how can I involve them
interdependently with others? and (4)
when will they have a chance to reflect
on their learning?

How does all this play out on the
ground in Ireland? The workshop heard
inspirational contributions from Janice
Corrigan in Coláiste De Lacy, Pauline
Hurley in Scoil Phobail Bhéara and
Gerard O’Leary in Celbridge CS - how
they got started (they cited NAPD study
visits to Wren Academy in London and
Landau Forte in Derby), the journey
they have travelled so far and where
they are now headed. Their journeys
are as different as their schools are and
yet, unsurprisingly, they are all headed
in the one direction.

If enthusiasm is infectious, many in
attendance will have caught the bug.

Report by Barry O’Callaghan, 
Chair L4L Advisory Group

Getting 
Learning and 
Teaching to the
top of your
school’s agenda –
success stories
from Irish 
schools
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Footnotes
1. Registration for this year’s L&T Workshops with Mike Hughes and Graham Powell is still open and can be accessed via the NAPD

website [Professional Learning Tab].

2. Details of this academic year’s international study visit, when finalised, will be announced via the NAPD website and publications.



Regional Co-ordinator’s Report 2016-17 by Michael McCann

As with the previous year the main concentration of my
work this year has been on the interim mentoring
initiative (IMI) for newly-appointed deputy principals,

organised and financed by NAPD.

This initiative involved the utilisation of the NAPD Local Support
Service (LSS) – retired NAPD members – who acted as
facilitators and the recruitment of 20 experienced deputy
principals who acted as mentors – all on a voluntary basis.
(Travel expenses were covered by NAPD) A two-day training
session was held for the mentors in June 2016 and the
facilitators and mentors were brought together in September
for another session, at which the new deputy principals were
divided into groups of between two and six, and each group
allocated to a mentor and facilitator. The facilitators then took
it upon themselves to liaise with the mentors and mentees and
set up the mentoring sessions.

The programme was very successful with more than fifty new
deputies being mentored and about 40 different mentoring
sessions taking place during the year and the feedback from
the mentees was very positive.

A review meeting, involving mentors and facilitators, was held
in March 2016 and one of the strong recommendations coming
from this meeting was that the mentoring groups should ideally
consist of five to eight new deputies, to ensure a critical mass
in the inevitable event of some people being unable to attend
a session. This was a very fortunate recommendation given the
fact that this year the number of new deputies has increased
to such a huge extent. 

To cater for this increase, we advertised through the website
for new mentors and a further 24 were trained in June and, with
the assistance of the facilitators, all of the mentors were
allocated to no less than 236 mentees, divided into 33
mentoring groups! The initial meeting of each of these groups
was due to be completed before this Annual Conference. An
added feature of the initiative this year is that it is being much
more closely aligned to the PDST Tánaiste programme. 

This initiative is a mammoth task and one that could not be
attempted without the generous support of our LSS facilitators
and our mentor members, all of whom give their service on a
voluntary basis - an excellent example of a professional body
looking after its newest members.

Part of my brief for this year has been coordinating group
mentoring for second-year principals who availed of the CSL
individual mentoring for new principals last year. This is a joint
NAPD/IPPN initiative and similar to the scheme for deputies
will involve 46 second-year principal being mentored in groups
of six to eight by trained experience serving and newly-retired
NAPD principals. Once again, these mentors are giving their
services on a voluntary basis. Clearly without the help of our
members these two initiatives could not happen and I would
like on my own behalf, and on behalf of NAPD, to acknowledge
their great work. I would also like to pay a special tribute to my
two colleagues, Sheila McManamly and Tom Moore, for their
work in developing the training materials and delivering the
training.

Most of the Local Support personnel have been involved in the
mentoring initiative but, as well as that, all LSS people got
involved in meeting with and delivering the Welcome Packs to
the 200+ new deputies. This was another huge task, as it meant
visiting schools during the public exams and, in some cases, in
August and endeavouring to me

et the newly-appointed deputies. The fact that so many of
these new people have joined NAPD - and the fact that we ran
out of Welcome Packs - demonstrates how effectively they
completed this task.

It is good to see that most regions are now using the blog as a
very effective means of communicating with members. As we
all know, members can find it difficult to get to Regional
meetings and the initiative of holding regional meetings at
Annual Conference proved to be a great success. [reprinted in
abbreviated form from 2017 NAPD Conference Handbook]

Report on Regional Meetings 
held at Conference 2017

All nine regions held scheduled meetings at Annual
Conference in Killarney and they were attended by over
two hundred members, many of whom were new to the

association.

The feedback was extremely positive with all regions reporting
the meetings to be either excellent or very good. The only
negative response, and this came from a number of different
meetings was that the time was too short. (Originally three
quarters of an hour had been set aside for these meetings but
because of other events running over this had to be curtailed
to about a half an hour)

A host of different topics came up for discussion at the various
meetings but the one which featured most prominently was
how to get the most out of the regular regional meetings held
throughout the year. Other topics discussed included: the
difficulty of getting substitute teachers, new data protection
guidelines, some issues in the JCPA re the ‘other areas of
achievement’, CSL coaching, proposed legal indemnity for
members, increase in membership fee, Deputy Principal
mentoring , child protection safeguards etc.

Some regions used the opportunity to set up special
committees to deal with specific issues and others used it to
augment the membership of the Regional Steering Committee.

All in all the meetings were deemed to be very positive and
worthwhile particularly since they gave an opportunity for
members who might find it difficult to get to regional meetings
during the year to meet with one another in a stress free
atmosphere and it also afforded new members a great chance
to get to know colleagues.

In my view it is essential that these meetings remain an integral
part of Annual Conference and that they be given a time slot
of one hour to allow for the inevitable movement that precedes
them.
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‘stalled’, as indicated by this note from Cecilia Munro, Chair of
the NAPD-FET Committee: 

“The Minister said that the PLC review has been completed
and is sitting in his Department for publication. SOLAS has
completed a response and the Minister said clearly that it will
be published shortly. 

“The slowness of publication of the PLC review has affected
the work of the NAPD-FET committee. In the last 4-5 years
the Committee has been active in promoting the programme
and seeking to advise policy makers. The Committee was
consulted by SOLAS in the response to the PLC review. 

“The restricting of ETBI, the formation of SOLAS and the new
QA guidelines from QQI, coupled with the lack of clear
direction from the PLC review, have stalled our development
and our activities. 

“Once the review is published SOLAS will develop an
implementation working group and hopefully NAPD-FET will
have several seats at this table. “

COMMUNITY COMPREHENSIVE
There were three main issues discussed:

1. The issue of teacher supply and teacher quality. There
were many anecdotes from colleagues across the
country finding it difficult to fill vacancies in some
subjects such as Gaeilge, Home Economics, RE and
Physics. A significant number of Principals shared the
experience of filling vacancies only to hear very late and
in some cases the day before returning to school that the
successful candidate was taking up a post elsewhere.

There were two suggestions re this issue. 

l Agree a closing date across the sectors where
candidates become locked into contracts. Colleagues
are well aware of the rights of teachers re this in
Employment Law but felt it was worth pursuing.

l Make contact with the Colleges of Education
regarding the potential to offer post grad courses
similar to the one being offered in Maths to teachers
who want to upskill themselves in the subjects where
schools are experiencing difficulties in recruitment.

2. While school management can see the potential for
engaging in more active teaching and learning
methodologies, where schools have moved to the one-
hour class, it has been to their cost, in terms of losing
time. 

3. School leaders understand and value the integrity of the
school year. However there is a significant loss of teacher
contact time with their classes due to teachers
involvement in PDST, JCT and other DES supported CPD
providers. Reference was also made to the timing of
Leaving Cert and Junior Cert orals, practicals etc during
school time. The issue of teacher release can also
become a source of tension in schools and some school
leaders are facing pressure from colleagues to sanction
their release. While ultimately, it is the decision of the
Board of Management, not all teachers see it like that.

SECTORAL 
MEETINGS
School leaders from the three 
post-primary sectors – ETB, C&C 
and Voluntary Secondary – met 
separately as part of the private business
session at the NAPD Conference on 
October 19. Special thanks to 
Kieran Golden and 
Cecilia Munro for help 
with these reports.

VOLUNTARY SECONDARY
The leaders’ workload, the restoration of funding, building
construction and summer works – and the general lack of
support for leaders in this area, which can be both disruptive
and time-consuming, and which is not a natural area of
expertise for either a principal or deputy – were among the
concerns raised.

Many secondary schools were affected by the industrial
dispute and are coming late to junior cycle training and are
worried about the late start to the in-service.

The President had spoken about the ‘filleting of middle-
management structures’ and this sector is anxiously awaiting
the issuing of the promised Circular Letter on the new posts
of responsibility.

ETB
This sector has some difficulties dealing with the DES, arising
from the fact that it is not a generic sector. There is a variation
from one ETB to another and this affects capitation. There is
a need for more clarity regarding the funding model. There is
also ambiguity around the chain of command from Principal
to Chief Executive to Director of Schools. The participants
were hoping that there could be more clarity on this. 

The meeting endorsed the President’s assertion that teacher-
supply is at crisis level. Dublin schools are particularly
hard-hit, and it was suggested that consideration should be
given to a Dublin Living Allowance, like that enjoyed by
teachers working in London. There was also concern about
the continuing embargo on the recruitment of ancillary staff
in schools.

Junior Cycle Profile of Achievement for PPOD users. The ETB
sector, in common with voluntary secondary schools, requires
more clarity on this.

The sector, particularly the NAPD-FET Committee feels
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